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Fee Comment Price in NOK Unit 

Volume calculation groupage 1m3 = 286 kgs 1 ldm = 2000 kgs  

Volume calculation partload 1m3 = 333 kgs 1 ldm = 2000 kgs  

Infrastructure fee Norway Click here for info Pr. shipment 
 
 

Invoice fee  80,- Pr. invoice 

Temperature regulated 
goods 

 25 % additional 
Minimum 550,- 

Pr. shipment 

Dangerous goods (ADR) 
Classes 1 and 7 are not 
handled 
 

 30 % additional Pr. shipment 

Lack of information for 
dangerous goods 

Charged if goods remain immobile due 
to lack of ADR information 

550,- Pr. 24 hour period 

Special goods 
 
 

Freight calculation weight between 0 – 
2400 kgs.  
Maximum 1000 kgs real weight per 
package.  
 
Dimension limitations pr. package:  
Only one of the sides with length or 
width over 240 cm  
No length or width over 720 cm 
 
A shipment is considered special goods 
when one or more cll exceeds specified 
measurements for DSV groupage. 
 

25 % additonal on freight 
 

Pr. shipment 
+ 2 extra days 
delivery time 

Pallet exchange fee Exchange of approved EUR pallets. 
Return of B-pallets only. 

130,- 
 

Pr. pallet 

Waybill and labels  Filling of waybill, labels and unlabeled 
goods 

190,- 
20,- 

Pr. shipment  
Pr. label 

Transport of domestic 
goods, storage fee 

Storage fee will be charged after 3 days  
 

Startup cost 1000,-+  
a storage fee of 60,- pr. 
100 kgs pr. day. 
minimum 90,- pr. day. 

Pr. shipment 

http://www.no.dsv.com/veitransport/godstyper-innland/Veiskatt
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Fee Comment Price in NOK Unit 

Volume calculation groupage 1m3 = 286 kgs 1 ldm = 2000 kgs  

Volume calculation partload 1m3 = 333 kgs 1 ldm = 2000 kgs  

Pick-up and delivery For pick-up and delivery outside normal 
opening hours 08:00-16:00.  

On prior agreement Pr. shipment 

Terminal handling Elapsed time for extraordinary terminal 
handling due to lack of or insufficient 
packaging, labeling of goods or other 
demanding extra resources 

800,-  

Private deliveries Pick-up/delivery between 08:00-16:00 300,- Pr. shipment + 1 extra 
day delivery time 

Crane delivery Extra delivery time must be expected 
for crane deliveries 

On prior agreement Pr. shipment 

Deviation cost For deviations over 5 % upon control 
measuring of volume 

85,- Pr. shipment 

Stop a shipment for return Shipments over 2400 kgs are normally 
not delivered on trucks with tail lift. This, 
and other modes of transport such as 
crane delivery, must be agreed upon in 
advance 

On prior agreement  Pr. shipment 

Manual booking Shipments that are not booked via 
electronic services  

170,- 
 

Pr. shipments 

Waiting time unloading  450,- Pr. started half hour 

Pick-up fee from terminal  440,- Pr. shipment 

Fixed time delivery Fixed delivery time within +/- 1 hour 
from agreed time, for deliveries within 
normal working hours 08:00-16:00  

35 % additional on 
freight.  Minimum 
600,-  
 

Pr. shipment + 1 extra 
day delivery time 

Goods insurance  DSV Protect: For goods with maximum 
value of  10.000,- 
Other insurances   

20,- 
 
Click here for info 

Insurance per 
shipment 

Carrying indoors  220,- Pr. started 15 minutes 

Notification fee Telephone/e-mail/SMS 180,- 
50,- 

Pr. shipment 
Pr. shipment 

Wasted trip  80% of the freight 
amount,  minimum 
440,- 

Pr. trip 

Wrong address If the address is wrong, shipment has to 
be redirected or address is unattended 

280,- Pr. shipment 

Missing EDI  190,- Pr. shipment 

Stop a shipment for return  280,-  Pr. shipment + 
Additional return freight 
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